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We study the feasibility of detecting a neutral Higgs boson Ho, with mass 

between 2mt w 80 GeV (by assumption) and 2mw at an e+e- machine or the 

SSC. Backgrounds to the production at an e+e- machine of Ho in association 

with a Z are calculated with particular emphasis on the case when mH M mz. 

We present a detailed survey of the signals for and backgrounds to the inclusive 

or associated production at the SSC of Ho followed by the decay of Ho into 

one of the available channels. There is no signature which is established to be 

identifiable at the SSC. Only a few signatures remain to be studied, and the 

further calculations of most immediate interest are pointed out. 

I. Introduction 

The search for the standard model Higgs boson is one of the most important 

efforts of present and future accelerators. The standard SU(2),5 x U(l)y model 

successfully describes the known weak interactions of weak gauge bosons and 

fermions in terms of a relatively small number of parameters1 A critical compo- 

nent of the model is a SU(2) scalar doublet which, through the Higgs mechanism, 

is responsible for the breaking of the gauge symmetry. A single neutral scalar, the 

Higgs, remains in the physical spectrum after electro-weak symmetry breaking 

(EWSB). Experiment, however, has yet to uncover the Higgs. 

Though there are a variety of theoretical reasons to suppose that this 

mechanism is an incomplete description of the nature of EWSB, it remains the 

standard of comparison for discussions of EWSB. It has the virtue of being the 

most economical way to give mass to both gauge bosons and fermions. Mod- 

els,such as technicolor,2 in which the W* and 2 bosons acquire mass through 

mixing effects involving three scalar Goldstone bosons that are not components of 
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SU(2) doublets, typically have trouble obtaining fermion masses without encoun- 

tering problems with, for example, flavor-changing neutral currents3 In several 

extensions of the standard model which are designed to explain some of its ap- 

parently arbitrary features, (e.g. SUSY models where supersymmetry breaking 

occurs near the weak scale,4 and SO( 18)5) ‘t 1 is necessary that there be more 

than one SU(2) doublet involved in EWSB. In most such cases there is one 

neutral scalar similar to the standard Higgs, but with relatively enhanced or di- 

minished couplings to weak gauge bosons and fermions. A good guideline for the 

phenomenology of such a particle is that of the standard Higgs itself. 

Although the couplings of the Higgs to gauge bosons and fermions are pre- 

scribed in terms of their own masses, the mass of the Higgs is basically unde- 

termined within the standard model. A lower limit of 7.3 GeV derives from the 

requirement that higher order corrections to the scalar effective potential do not 

destroy the symmetry breaking scheme,6 while an upper limit of order 1 TeV 

applies if lowest order partial wave unitarity is not to be violated at energies 

above rn~.~ 

Our purpose in this article is to study the production and observation of a 

Higgs in the ‘intermediate’ mass range between, roughly, 90% of the toponium 

(0) mass (80 GeV?) up to twice the W mass. For masses below the lower limit 

the Higgs can be found in the modes8 

O+H+y or Z+H+ 

since the backgrounds are controllable with the large numbers of Z’s and O’s soon 

to be available at planned e+e- colliders. A Higgs particle with mass above 2mw 

can be produced and detected in its W+W- or 2’2’ decay mode at high-energy 
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hadron colliders as discussed , for instance, in Ref. 10. Continuum W+W- and 

Z”Zo pair production is sufficiently small that so long as the Higgs width is not 

too large a modest pair mass resolution will suppress this background adequately. 

Some portion of the intermediate mass domain, roughly up to 100 GeV, will 

be accessible to planned e+e- machines where the Higgs can be produced in 

association with an on-shell Z” using81g 

e+e- --+ Z* +Z + Ho 

In this mode an accurate measurement of the momenta of the lepton pair coming 

from the Z-decay can be used to determine the H mass, thereby avoiding the 

necessity of a detailed reconstruction of the Higgs decay. Only in the case ?nH M 

rnz could the continuum backgrounds from 2 Z* and Z7* become a significant 

impediment to the detection of the standard Higgs using this process. We shall 

consider carefully the case of near degeneracy in Section II of the paper. The 

continuum backgrounds could become important even for ??Z&mZ if there are 

several Higgs doublets. For instance, in models with two Higgs doublets” one of 

the ZZHf couplings (i = 1 to 3) can be much smaller than in the standard model, 

while the backgrounds are essentially unmodified. Therefore, we also present in 

Section II continuum backgrounds over a range of H masses. 

The planned e+e- machines probably will not be capable of producing the 

Higgs if its mass is above approximately 100 GeV, and thus in Sections III, IV 

and V we consider techniques for observing it in hadron-hadron collisions. Below 

mH = 2mw the dominant tf decay mode of the Higgs makes detection difficult. 

The inclusive production of the Higgs through gluon fusion gg + Ho + ti’ l2 
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is swamped by background from continuum tE pair production. This is briefly 

reviewed in Section III. Only associated production of the Higgs with a tE pair, 

another Ho, a 2 or a W* appears to offer any possibility for detecting Ho in the 

tF decay mode. Of these the last is most promising, as discussed also in Section 

III, and is thoroughly studied in Section IV. We show there that the Ho + W* 

production mode is practical provided adequate mass resolution and b/t quark 

discrimination is available. Current assessments of detector resolution and jet re- 

construction suggest that these criteria will not be easily achievable. Therefore in 

Section V we consider possibilities for detecting the Ho in any of several rare de- 

cay modes: r+r-, L+L- h w ere L is a heavy lepton, W+W*, Z+Z*, 0+7, Z+7 

and 7 + 7. We find that rates appear to be adequate in most cases and that cal- 

culations or rough estimates of background are not overwhelmingly discouraging 

in some cases. The detailed background calculations of most immediate interest 

are pointed out. 

II. Production of Ho in e+e- Collisions 

In this section we consider the backgrounds to the production of the in- 

termediate mass Higgs through the process e+e- + Z* + ZH” 8$g (Fig. la), 

considered to be the best reaction for detection of an intermediate mass Higgs at 

an e+e- machine. The Higgs in this mass range decays almost exclusively into 

tt. The direct physics background then arises from the continuum production of 

e+e- + Ztf, graphs for which are illustrated in (Fig. lb). The background is 

largest for ?nH B mz, when it is dominated by 

e+e- + ZZ* 

I ti? . 
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We have obtained an analytic result for the contribution of the two graphs of 

this type. Beyond the case of near degeneracy, it is necessary to compute eight 

Feynman diagrams to arrive at an accurate estimate of the background. We 

have performed the complete calculation of the matrix element-squared using 

REDUCE and have integrated over phase space using Monte Carlo techniques 

for fixed resolution ASH in the tf invariant mass-squared SH = (pt + p~)~. The 

same calculations can be used to estimate possible backgrounds from e+e- + 

Zqtj, q = u, d, c, S, or b, which are of interest if tcpairs cannot be discriminated 

completely from lighter quark pairs. 

Following the conventions of Ref. 13, we define 2 couplings to fermions as 

I 2’14 mZ JCF ai 
0 bi (11.1) 

with 

1 
-2+2xw, 

1 4 1 2 
a, = a, = a, = at = - - -xw, 

2 3 ad = a8 = ab = -5 + :XW 

b,=bd=b8=bl=-;, bu=b,=bt=;, 

(11.2) 

and xw = sin2 8~ M .22, mz = 93 GeV. We also define gw = 4 8m&GF/fi. 

The momenta of the e-, e+, 2, t, and i? are Icr, k2, q, pr, and ~32 respectively. 

We also define 

SH = (Pl + P2)2 (II.3a) 

s = (kl + k2)2 (II.3b) 

t = (kl - q)2 (11.3~) 

u = (k2 - q)2 (II.3d) 
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w = i(Pl - p2) - q 

w = f (I-‘1 - ~2) . (kl - k2) 

P,(x) = 1- c 
d- 

t2 

Dz(x) = 
(x - rni): + rn?jl?i ’ 

(II.3e) 

(II.3f) 

w&7) 
(II.3h) 

(II.3i) 

We will limit our discussion of the cross sections to results of a complete 

phase space integration with resolution ASH in SH. It is convenient to define 

Y 

~(SO, ASH) = 
/ 

dsH g . 
H 

The following integral arises frequently in this context: 

so + + 
II(E, so - m2, As) = 

/ ds (s - rn:), + e2 
so - 9 

= i{ tan-l [i (so-m2+$)] -tan-l [i (So-m’ 

Let us first turn to the analytic result for the signal 

e+e- + ZH” 

I tE . 
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The standard expression for the average invariant matrix element squared is 

1 
4 c I 

2 
M~i~.la = 

&Nc 

spin, color, 
cos4 ew 4 k76)2 + (dd21 (s _ L2 )2 

Z 
helicity 

1 
kl - k2 + 2q. hq - h 

(SH - mL)2 + m&r& mH > 
(~1 . ~2 - m,2) . 

(11.6) 

Using Eq. (11.4) and Eq. (11.6), one finds 

%IG(SO,ASH) = g 
Id2 + 3,; 
(s - mi)2 Il(rHmH, SO - m&, ASH) 

1 - 42~ + 8x$ mHrH+f SO Pt(s0) 3 
xk(l- xw)2 7r [ 1 mk /Mm&) 

(11.7) 

where 14 = d$s - )(so + m?j) + (so - mi)2/(4s) is the center of mass 2 mo- 

mentum at SH = so, and 11 was defined in Eq. (11.5). The background arising 

from 

e+e- + ZZ* 

I tc 

is obtained from the two diagrams of Fig. 2. In the notation of Eq. II.S(a-f), 
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1 
4 c 

spin, color 
helicity 

Dz(~H) 

IM~i~.ao + %‘ig.fb la = 

NC 
{ 

- 2(df + a”-) sH(# + #(sH)gfq2) 

+ (gv + gy) { 2 [rni (f + $) - z] (w2 + v”) - 4% (w2 - ?J2) 

-(dmf-SH) ut - m;sH 
2 

{ w[mi(-$-$)+f-t]+v[m$($+-$)-f-k-: 
I)) 

(11.8) 

If the tf phase space integral is performed at fixed SH with no other restrictions, 

the terms of Eq. (11.8) 1 inear in w and v vanish by symmetry. The result of the 

complete phase space integration of Eq. (11.8) as specified by Eq. (11.4) is 

C&poze (so, ASH) = & (d! -I- df) [so (@ + $72) + 2mf (97 - 2!d?)] 

Pt (so) 
S 

II [rzmz, SO - m22, ASH] 

where 



(11.10) 

One may check Eqs. (11.9) and (11.10) in the narrow width approximation, I$$/ + 

0, by comparison to the standard calculation of e+e- -+ 2°2013 provided I’z is 

set to IZ+E (since only the tf mode appears in the above calculation). 

Before proceeding to compare C&po’e and ESIG, we must consider the pos- 

sible interference of background amplitudes with the signal amplitude. Consider 

the overlap between the two diagrams of Fig. 2 and the signal diagram of Fig. la. 

This interference amounts to considering the real cuts of tf loop insertions that 

mix the Higgs and 2 propagators. The full tf phase space integral of such an 

insertion must vanish by gauge invariance which prohibits HZ mixing. In actual 

calculations the interference term, MF~~.z~ & F$Jb . Msignal, iS prOpOrtiOna to 

v and w of Eq. (II.3 e, f), which vanish when integrated over tf phase space. 

Certain types of experimental cuts would, of course, allow non-zero interference 

terms. However, aside from MF+~= & Fig.zb’ Msignal being proportional to w 

and v this interference is also proportional to g;. This is to be compared to 

1 M~ig.2o & Fig.2bt2, which is proportional to gi; since gb/gi M $, such terms 

are small. 

When comparing the signal to the background in the case of near degeneracy 

it is important to take into account the relative sizes of ASH and the widths, 

IH and I’z. The typical resolution ASH in the SH variable is determined by 

the measurement error of the trigger Z” momentum. Assuming 1% accuracy in 

measuring the e+ or e- momenta from the trigger Z” decay, we would obtain a 
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2% error in SH, i.e. 

ASH ~ R .02 . 
so 

(II.11) 

This exceptional resolution is projected for the LEP 3 detector.14 

The Higgs width in the intermediate mass range is dominated by the contri- 

bution from the tf mode except when mH is very close to 2mt or 2mw. 

r (11.12) 

For mt = 40 GeV, rH+tf takes the values 

70 MeV KY&H = 100 GeV 

rH+tt = 150 MeV mH = 120 GeV , (11.13) 

350 MeV ?‘nH = 160 GeV 

and ?YZHrH is small compared to expected values of ASH. The narrowness of 

the signal is illustrated in Fig. 3a where we plot CS~G(SO, ASH) as a function 

of fi assuming YIZH = mz. In contrast, for fi = 100 GeV, ASH and mzI’z 

are comparable, and the integral 11 of Eq. (11.9) will exhibit nontrivial behavior 

depending upon the value of se. 

To compare the signal and the approximate background, we choose a value 

of ??-&I$ and compare CSIG(SO = m&, ASH) and C,G Z-pole cso = m&,As~) for mH 

near mz. The accuracy of neglecting the other contributions to the background 

in the case of near degeneracy will become apparent later in this section when 

the complete background is discussed for arbitrary ?nH. Fig. 3b summarizes 

our results. It contains C&po’e (so, ASH) and CSIG(SO, ASH) IrnxCfi. In other 

words, the signal curve of Fig. 3b, at a particular value of &, is the maximum 
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possible Higgs signal at that 6, and is obtained by choosing ??ZH = 6; e.g. 

the signal of Fig. 3a where ?nH = mz is represented in the signal curve of Fig. 3b 

by the point at fi = mz. In a plot of an experimentally determined C(sc, ASH) 

one should see a superposition of the appropriate background curve from Fig. 3b 

with a signal such as Fig. 3a centered about fi = ?nH. 

From Figs. 3a and 3b one can conclude the following. If the tf jets can be 

distinguished from light quark pair jets, C&po’e is always well below the signal of 

a conventional Higgs. In the other extreme where the tcjets are indistinguishable 

experimentally from light quark jets, one must sum over Qq modes in e+e- + 

Zqij to obtain the complete background. Fig. 3b shows that if mH = mz the 

background and signal are then approximately equal. Even in this extreme the 

background falls rapidly relative to the signal as ImH - rnzl increases. It is 

apparent that with high resolution in SH there exists a motivation to discriminate 

between t and other quark jets only when searching for a standard Higgs with 

mass within about 1 GeV of mz. 

As mentioned previously we have also carried out a complete calculation of 

the background cross section arising from all the diagrams of Fig. lb. Away from 

@ i= mz, cBG Z-po*e is no longer a good approximation to the background. While 

for cases when mH is not near mz the total background would be negligible in 

the simplest one-doublet Higgs model, it could become a significant factor in 

searching for neutral scalars with 22 couplings smaller than the standard model 

value. For example weakly coupled Higgses are found in some two-dublet models; 

see for instance the minimal SUSY two-doublets results of Ref. 15. 

The complete background calculation is tedious and will not be discussed in 

detail. We confine ourselves to a discussion of the accuracy of our calculation, 
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and a presentation of numerical results for CBG(~O, ASH), the total background 

cross-section. 

We wish to compute CBG(SO, ASH). Away from mH = mz the only subtle 

integrations in calculating CBG(SO, ASH) are of the form 

so + * 

J 
ds (SW - m2)f(SH) 

H (SH - m2)2 •k E2 ’ 
L&K so- 2 

Such an integration is not necessarily computed accurately by a Taylor expansion 

of f(SH) about SO. When SO = rn& the leading term vanishes. Nonetheless, we 

have approximated the full background contribution by taking f(SH) M f(sc) 

even at so = m$, and have estimated that the sum of neglected terms is no 

larger than the sum of the terms in the background which we have calculated 

explicitly. 

In Fig. 4a we plot the sum of background terms ignoring interference between 

background and signal (along with a comparison to the contribution arising only 

from the 2 -pole terms) for tf, 68 + tf, and all qij. We take ASH according to Eq. 

(11.11). This full background should be used by superimposing an appropriate 

Higgs signal centered at fi = ?nH. For full strength ZZH coupling we plot 

in Fig. 4b the peak signal value CSIG(SO = m&, ASH = .02 m&). Clearly 

for full strength coupling the background is negligible. If the coupling strength 

were reduced then peak signal and background could become comparable. For 

example with a tf trigger a reduction factor of - low3 in 1gZZH12 would make 

background and signal equal. Only in this latter situation of weak ZZH coupling 

is the background likely to be a problem if the resolution of Eq. (11.11) can be 

achieved. 
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As stated, the above procedure ignores the interference terms. These are 

never of importance. We demonstrate this in Fig. 5 where we plot for ??ZH = 130 

GeV the absolute value of the interference contribution to the full cross section 

in comparison to the purely background contribution. This plot is for the pure 

tf trigger case for which the interference is relatively largest. We see that in 

the region fi M n-&H, where the signal is large compared to background, the 

interference term can be of order 30% of the purely background terms; but neither 

are of importance relative to the signal (see Fig. 4b). Away from fi = mH 

where the signal is small, the interference terms are negligible compared to the 

pure background contributions. This last statement also applies at 6 = mH if 

the signal is reduced to the size of the background by a nonstandard coupling. 

To summarize we can imagine four distinct situations: 

(a) signal full strength coupling, ?nH N mz; 

(b) signal full strength coupling, mH$mz; 

(c) signal strength substantially reduced, ?nH N mz; 

(d) signal strength substantially reduced, mH$?nZ; In case (a) Fig. 3b shows 

that a clean separation of signal from background may require separation 

of Ztf from other Zqij channels. In case (b) background should present no 

problem even if all Zqij channels are included. In case (c) one may have 

difficulty observing the Higgs even with Ztf separation. In case (d) Ztf 

separation should, barring extreme signal reduction, enable the 

signal to be observed. 
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III. Overview of Ho Production in Hadronic Collisions with H + tf 

We have already observed that planned e+e- machines may not probe Higgs 

masses above - 100 GeV, whereas hadronic machines such as the SSC have 

acceptable absolute rates for Higgs production, even in association with a W or 

2, throughout the intermediate mass range (and well beyond it). Below 2mw it 

is well known that the process (Fig. 6a) 

pp ---) H --) tE (111.1) 

is swamped by the continuum background from (Fig. 6b) 

pp-4 . (111.2) 

In EHLQ,l’ for instance, we find at fi = 40 TeV that the Higgs cross section is 

oz(mH = 130 GeV) = .l nb , (111.3) 

whereas the background from (111.2) is (mt = 45 GeV) 

g(M = 130 GeV) R 2nb 
GeV * 

(111.4) 

In both cross sections the rapidities of the t and i? are constrained to lytl, lyfl < 

1.5. Assuming a 5% mass resolution in the tEpair mass (an optimistic guess) one 

finds 

as _ 
AMW& 

(M = 130 GeV) M .8 x 10v2 , (111.5) 

an unacceptably small signal to background ratio, even with lo6 signal events at 

integrated luminosity of 1040/cm2. 
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Of course, it is also possible to consider rarer decay modes of the H such as 

7+7-, ww*, zo’y..., and to estimate corresponding backgrounds. This topic 

will be discussed in Sec. V where we demonstrate that such modes generally at 

least have sufficient raw event rate. It is then a question of backgrounds. For the 

moment, however, we continue to focus on the tf decay mode of H. 

Given the result Eq. (111.5) ‘t 1 is necessary to turn to associated production 

of the Higgs, if it is to be observed in its tE decay mode. In this section we shall 

focus on the production of Ho with a W, 2, or tf pair. We omit consideration 

of the production of two Higgses. This has been estimated in Ref. 10. Due to 

the absence of a ZH”Ho coupling, the HO-pair event rate is too small to yield a 

useful event rate; only in a two-doublet model with tree level ZH”Ho’ couplings 

could such a signature possibly be usable. 

We first focus on 
pp +H + tf 

I 
. (111.6) 

tf 

This has been considered by Kunszt16 with the conclusion that the mode is 

not practical due to the large QCD backgrounds combined with combinatorical 

problems in isolating the tf that happen to come from the H decay. We remark 

here that Htf production with H decay into a rarer mode might prove more 

tractable. We will return to this question in Sec. V. 

Next we wish to discussl? 

pp-+H+Z 

I 
. 

ti- 
(111.7) 

In Fig. 7a we draw the diagram responsible for (111.7) and in Fig. 7b we draw 
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representative diagrams yielding the background 

pp-+Ztf . (111.8) 

The largest contribution to (111.8) d erives from gluon-gluon initiated processes. 

We shall compute in Sec. IV the analogous reaction of (Fig. 8a)17 

pp + W+H 

I tf 
(111.9) 

and the background from (Fig. 8b) 

pp 4 w+ tf . (111.10) 

As we will show in Sec. IV, the signal to background ratio, ignoring detector ques- 

tions, is just sufficient for H detection to be possible. However (111.10) receives 

no contributions from gluon-gluon initiated processes due to the presence of the 

charge of the W+H” final state. It is well known that gluon-gluon luminosities 

at the relevant subprocess energies of 

s^ x (mH + rnz)’ (III.11) 

are enormously larger than quark-antiquark luminosities. For instance EHLQlO 

obtains 

r dL --= 
s^ dr { 

80 nb uti 

8000 nb gg 
(111.12) 

at s^ = (mH + mz)2 with ?nH = 130 GeV. Thus, the background (111.8) would be 

much larger than the signal (111.7). Th’ 1s coupled with difficulty in reconstructing 

the H in the ttchannel makes the mode (111.7) unpractical. 
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The potentially favorable signal to background ratio for processes (111.9) and 

(111.10) is possible because there is no direct gluon-gluon induced contribution to 

pp + W+tf. However, at some level one must also consider the process 

pp -+ W+ bf , (111.13) 

which is gluon-gluon induced (Fig. 8c), as a background; some fraction of the 

time the b jet will be misidentified as a t jet. The next section focuses on a 

thorough calculation of (III.S), (111.10) and (111.13). 

IV. Detailed Calculations for 

pp + W+H, pp + W+tt’and pp + W+bf 

- tt 

The Feynmann graphs contributing to 

pp + W+H 

I 
(IV.1) 

tf 

pp + w+e (IV.2) 

pp -+ W+bf (IV.3) 

are shown in Figs. 8a, 8b and 8c respectively. There is no interference between 

Feynman diagrams contributing to (IV.l) and those contributing to (IV.2) since 

such interference terms would correspond to gluon-Higgs mixing proportional to 

Tr y = 0, where a = gluon color index. Process (IV.3) involves a different final 

state and thus does not have interference terms with (IV.l) or (IV.2). 
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We have obtained analytic expressions for the invariant matrix elements 

squared for the reactions (IV.l) and (IV.2). Define the momenta (see Fig. 8a,b,c) 

w-9 

u(g) - h 

J(g) - k2 

t(b) - ~1 

f-P2 

(IV.4) 

and invariants as in Eq. II.4 (a-f), with the modification that all the invariants 

except SH will be written with carats above them to indicate that they refer to 

the subprocess. The subprocess matrix element squared (after spin and color 

averaging) for the reaction (IV.l) is17 

1 
4N; 

Mud;W+H(4f) 2 

spin, color, 
helicity 

Here 8, is the Cabibbo angle and gw is the Glashow-Weinberg- Salam sum 

coupling constant. The Higgs width is given approximately by Eq.(II.15). For 

the physics background (IV.2) of Fig. 8b we obtain the averaged subprocesses 

matrix element squared16 
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* (C2 + 82) + $$ (tS2 - C2) +438m& 
( > 

k - -$ (IV.6) 

+ F (2m& + 4mf + SH) . 

For ( IMgg’w+bf12) th ere are eight Feynmann diagrams (Fig. 8c) which, of 

course, generate many terms. We have not attempted to obtain a simple analytic 

form for this process. Instead we employed REDUCE to create a subroutine 

(of considerable length) which evaluates the above (lM12). We will mention in 

Appendix A, however, some tricks used to simplify the starting expressions fed 

into the REDUCE program, and details of the computation. The invariant matrix 

elements squared were integrated over an appropriate final state phase space 

and folded together with an appropriate luminosity function (L,d for (IV.l) and 

(IV.2) or L,, for (IV.3)). W e employed EHLQ NSET = 2 distribution functions 

for computing luminosities. We in general imposed a minimum pi cut on the 

outgoing W+, (pT)min. The integral of the l/t poles of Eq. (IV.6), while finite 

does become large unless such a pi cut is imposed. In addition we generally 

imposed rapidity cuts upon the W+ and “Higgs”/tE system. Additional cuts 

involving the relative orientation of the tf system and the overall center of mass 

system are possible but will not be examined here. We will however consider 

distributions in the energy of the tE quarks. 
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Our results are presented in Figs. 9 - 14.‘* Process (IV.l) is represented by 

solid curves in these figures, process (IV.2) by dashed curves and process (IV.3) 

divided by a factor of 100 by dotted curves. The factor of 10m2 used in plotting 

process (IV.3) can be thought of as a l/100 b/t jet discrimination ability. In 

these plots the curves correspond to 

mid- 2 
am:, 

dsH 

m?iI- 2 
x 

(IV.7) 

or various differential distributions of C , computed for processes (IV.l), 

(IV.2) or (IV.3). The resolution assumed is 

Am% - *l -- 
mif 

. (IV.8) 

In view of the discussions of Ref. 19 this may be optimistic. However, it will be 

apparent from the figure that if such a resolution is achievable and if l/100 b/t 

discrimination is possible then a Higgs in the intermediate mass range will be 

detectable when produced in association with a W*. The basic cross section for 

(IV.l), including appropriate cuts, is of order 1 pb, equivalent to lo4 events in a 

standard L = 1040/ cm2 year. Triggering on the W via its leptonic decays modes 

into e, p or r yields over 1000 events, assuming leptonic detection efficiencies over 

50%. If any of the t’s or b’s decays semi-leptonically, there will be two undetected 

energetic Y’S in the final state, the first arising from the W* decay. We can have 

at most one undetected energetic v and still reconstruct accurately the invariant 

mass of the two-jet system using transverse momentum conservation. Thus, it 

is necessary to identify the t’s and b’s only though their purely hadronic modes. 
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With the numbers given above an efficiency of 40% for t jet identification when 

the t and, subsequently the b, decay nonleptonically leaves a signal of about 50 

events. 

Figure 9 shows the cross sections C as a function of mH for fl= 40 TeV, 

-2 < Y&Y Y& < 2, Pyf > 40 GeV. Clearly background (IV.2) is nicely below 

the signal process (IV.l) , while 1 % b/t jet discrimination reduces (IV.3) to a 

manageable problem. 

Figure 10 shows the cross sections as a function of fi for mH = 130 GeV, 

-2 < Y$,Yk < 2, Pg > 40 GeV. Lower machine energies make the event rate 

marginal, but do not significantly alter the signal to background ratio. Higher 

energies increase the b/t discrimination problem. 

Figure 11 gives the differential distributions for the top quark energy for 

mH = 130 GeV, -2 < y,$, yh < 2, pF > 40 GeV, and 6 = 40 TeV. Appar- 

ently, cuts in this variable can be used to enhance signal to background somewhat. 

Figure 12 gives the differential distributions in p!$ for mH = 130 GeV, -2 < 

y$, yk < 2, and fi = 40 TeV. From Fig. 12 we see that increasing the 

minimum allowed value of pg does yield some signal to background enhancement, 

but only at the sacrifice of event rate. 

Figure 13 gives the differential distribution in COS~~~~, where cosBaco = 

( aLtn x i+) - (i&r b x fi; ), for 77ZH = 130 GeV, -2 < yb, yb < 2, py > 40 

GeV, and fi = 40 TeV. A cut to keep 6,,, away from 0’ or 180’ is desirable. 

Figure 14, shows the yfir rapidity distribution for mH = 130 GeV, -2 < y& < 

2, pF > 40 GeV. Tightening the rapidity cut enhances signal to background, 

again at the sacrifice of rate. 
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Thus the background process (IV.2), of W + tf continuum pair produced 

through an intermediate gluon definitely can be made smaller than the Higgs 

signal for good resolution in ?nH. Top-bottom jet discrimination must be made at 

the level of - l%, with at least moderate top detection efficiency; in this way the 

W+bf (or W-Et) misidentification background would be adequately suppressed 

without too great a loss of event rate. 

As mentioned earlier satisfactory resolution and b/t discrimination may be 

difficult to achieve. The study of Ref. 19 which focused on jet pair mass res- 

olution, with specific yk, yb and in particular, py cuts, is pessimistic in this 

respect. Given the importance of the intermediate Higgs search we hope that 

additional cuts and discrimination techniques will be explored in an effort to 

achieve the required background suppressions. In the event that this does not 

prove possible it is of paramount importance to search for still other means of 

seeing the intermediate mass Higgs. Thus, in the next section we explore the sig- 

nals for Higgs production followed by its decay to a suppressed or “rare” channel, 

the hope being that the backgrounds could be small. 

V. Rare Decay Mode Searches 

For ?nH > 2mt but mH < 2mw the tf mode greatly dominates most other 

Higgs decay modes. Nonetheless, searches for the Higgs at the SSC in a rare 

mode are, in many cases, possible in terms of the raw number of events and 

could have acceptable background levels. In this section we investigate a variety 

of possibilities of this type. 

A. Rare Decay Mode Branching Ratios 
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We begin by summarizing the branching ratios for Higgs decay into various 

modes. The modes we consider are: 

HO + 7+7- or L+L- 

Ho + b6 or CE 

Ho-w 

Ho + WW* 

Ho ---) ZZ* 

HO + 77 

Ho -+ 27 

Ho + 07 

In the above L+L- refers to some new, heavy lepton pair. The channels are 

roughly ordered in terms of decreasing branching ratio. We will continue to 

adopt a t-mass of 40 GeV. All cross sections will be calculated using EHLQ 

NSET = 2 structure functions for a pp machine at @  = 40 TeV. 

Most of the partial widths have been calculated analytically in the literature. 

The familiar fermion pair width formulas applicable to (V.l) and (V.2) are anal- 

ogous to that in Eq. (11.15). W e use the WW* and ZZ* results of Ref. 20. The 

WW* and ZZ* partial widths quoted there are obtained when the Z* or W* ‘de- 

cay’ channels are summed over. The gg partial width derives from the fermion 

triangle graphs and has been given in a convenient form in Ref. 20. The 77 

partial width receives contributions from both fermion and W loops; it has been 

calculated analytically in Ref. 21. Here, it is a good approximation to ignore all 

fermions except the t, so long as no new heavy fermions exist. 
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The 27 width is not directly available in the literature. However, the ampli- 

tude for the decay 2 + H7 has been given in an approximate form.22 The width 

may be written as 

where A is the invariant amplitude defined in Ref. 22 as the coefficient of the 

gauge invariant tensor (qp k, - Ice qgpv) , where k and q are the 7 and 2 momenta 

respectively. In Ref. 22 we find the form 

A= eg’T2 (AF+Aw), 
(2r)4mw 

(V.10) 

where AF is negligible for light quarks and leptons and is of order .l for a heavy 

t quark. We neglect AF. The dominant contribution is Aw which is well approx- 

imated over the range 100 GeV < mH < 160 GeV by 

Aw = -4.8 . (V.11) 

The final mode we consider is (V.8), H --+ 07. To estimate this we have 

computed the two continuum graphs for H + tfy, and have approximated the 

invariant amplitude squared, X, near threshold.We find 

(V.12) 

where mtf is the tf invariant mass. 
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We compute the width as 

dI’(H+tf7) _ x2 
dm$ 

(V.13) 

We bound the width I’(H + 07) via the duality integral which sums over all 

O-like states present below continuum threshold: 

4m,2 + 64mt 

r(H-+O+7)= 
/ 

drn2- dr(H + th) 
tt dm$ ’ 

(V.14) 

4m,2 

where 6 = 2WZT - 2mt and mT is the mass of the first T meson; 6 k: 1 GeV is 

expected. We find 

I’(H --+ 07) < 
r(H+tq - (k)“” + 0 ($&y) 

4m,2 1 
cv 6 x lo.+’ - 

?-$I Ptrb-4) * 

(V.15) 

To give an idea of the narrowness of the Higgs and the relative importance 

of some of the decay modes, we give the partial widths into several channels for 

mH = 130 GeV. At that mass I’(H + tf) B .19 GeV, I’(H --$ T+T-) II 2.5 x 10m4 

GeV, r(H + WW*) M 1.2 x 10m3 GeV, r(H + ZZ*) B 1.1 x 10m4 GeV, 

rp ---) 77) = 1.3 x 10m5 GeV, and r(H -+ 27) k: .67 x 10e5 GeV. The partial 

width I’(H + 07) is at least a factor of 10 smaller than those of the 77 and 27 

modes at 77ZH = 130 GeV. 

All of the above branching ratios for the decay modes (V.l)-(V-8) are plotted 

as a function of w&H in Fig. 15. These results will allow us to assess the feasibility 

of observing the Higgs in any of the rare decay modes. 
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B. Inclusive Higgs Production followed by Rare Decay 

We first focus on inclusive (i.e. nonassociative) production of a single Higgs 

followed by its decay into one of the rare channels. The cross sections for single 

Higgs production are tabulated in the EHLQ supplement,1° for pp -+ Ho + tE 

with Iyt,fl < 1.5. We will compute our signal for the two body decay channels, 

(V.l)-(V.3) and (V.6)-(V.8), as follows. We write 

&rc@) = a(PP + H + 4 llY,,S1<1.5 

(V.16) 

In Eq. (V.16) &,b is a correction factor that takes into account effects of the 

masses of a and b relative to mt. Due to the different dependence on m, and mb 

in the phase space component of I’(H ---) ub) compared to the inclusive integral 

on which we impose the rapidity cut Iya,bl 5 1.5, tc will in general not be precisely 

1. However, in all cases it is quite near unity since the rapidity distributions of 

a, b are very similar to those of the t and f at small y. The factorized form 

exhibited in Eq. (V.16) only holds because the Higgs is a scalar, implying that 

$ is independent of t^ and 0. For the two-body modes (V.l-V.3 and V.6-V.8) 

the background is computed generally as 

&x+b) = *mab 
d+p --+ 4 

dm 
ab 

, (V.17) 
I&$1 < 1.5 and mab = mH 

where ATnab = fab ??ZH and fab depends on the particular channel. 
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V. 1 LEPTON PAIR MODES 

For the lepton pair channel (IV.l) we will consider both H 4 r+r- and 

H + L+L- where L is a heavy lepton with mL > mT. Even though some 

aspects of the process H + T + - T have been considered in Ref. 23, we find it 

useful to review the situation here. Of course, only mL values above current 

experimental limits but below mw are of interest. The irreducible background 

comes from lepton pair production through an intermediate virtual 7 or 2. We 

have computed the Drell-Yan background arising from qij annihilation including 

the same rapidity cuts as for the signal (see Eqs. V.16 and V.17). The irreducible 

background receives an additional contribution which could be of roughly the 

same size arising from the process of gluon-gluon fusion into a lepton pair through 

a quark loop and virtual 2 or 7. The extra factor of af could be compensated 

by the large gg luminosity. In fact, the calculations of Ref. 24 indicate that in 

the absence of a new heavy quark with mass greater than .2 TeV the normal 

Drell-Yan background will dominate. 

We present our results for H -+ T+T- in Fig. 16. The mass resolution used 

WaS 

Am T+T- = .05 mH . (V.18) 

This is certainly optimistic due to the loss of neutrinos in the r decay. We find 

that typically (see Eqs. (V.16) and (V.17)) 

(V.19) 

In addition, there are other, reducible backgrounds to contend with in practice. 
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The first which we will mention arises from the process 

PP + Q + &+x 

L I 
3 

r+... 7 + . . . 
(V.20) 

where the additional particles in the fragmentation of Q, a heavy quark, are 

lost due to detector cuts. We have not attempted to estimate this background. 

However, it could be large because QQ production can proceed as a gluon-gluon 

initiated process. 

A second problem emerges when one considers that the reconstruction in 

mr+T-, the invariant mass of the r-pair, will be poor. Some of the time the 

reconstructed mass will fall below mz. Such an event can be produced far more 

readily through the production of an on-shell 2 followed by its decay into r+r-. 

Effectively, then, only the portion of the reconstructed mr+T-- 2 rnz can be 

used in the signal identification. 

Finally, the r’s must be identified in some way. The manner in which this is 

done can result in the presence of other backgrounds. As an example, one could 

try to identify a r in its decay modes of TV or pi, [BR(r + ru or pv) M .32], 

channels which have the minimal number of charged tracks and lost neutrinos. 

Two isolated hadrons, though, can arise through the fragmentation of two quarks 

or gluons, each into a single fast rr or p and other slow particles which cannot 

be assigned to either jet reliably. Crude estimates suggest that this would be 

a severe problem. Such additional backgrounds could be significantly reduced 

by employing a vertex detector to observe the decay of the 7. Whether or not 

it is possible for a vertex detector to function in this role at an instantaneous 

luminosity of 1033/ cm2sec is an open question worthy of study. 
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The signal cross section varies over the range considered from .04 pb to .4 

pb, implying a few thousand events for integrated luminosity of L = 1040/cm2. 

Ignoring the reducible backgrounds the raw number of events in the signal ap- 

pears to be sufficient for the enhancement shown in Eq. (V.19) to be observable 

provided the shape of the background is smooth relative to the signal. However, 

the experimental mass resolution, expected to be substantially worse than that 

of Eq. (V.18), would obscure any peaking of the signal. Then, a prediction for 

the absolute event rate of the background would be necessary in order to detect 

a spread out enhancement. Because of K factors, distribution function uncer- 

tainties, etc., the background is uncertain in normalization by - 20%. We are 

rather pessimistic, therefore, concerning the prospects of observing the Higgs in 

the r+r- channel even without consideration of the reducible backgrounds. 

Many of the same considerations apply to the case of a heavy lepton pair. 

The advantage of a heavier lepton is, of course, the increased branching ratio 

for H + L+L- (if m L is not too close to mH/2). We present in Fig. 1’7 the 

curves for the signal and irreducible background, arising through the Drell-Yan 

mechanism as a function of mL for a selection of Higgs masses. We arbitrarily 

begin our plots at mL = 10 GeV. Retaining the mass resolution of Eq. (V.18), 

it is apparent that 

. 
(V.21) 

mL > 15 GeV 

In fact the ratio is substantially greater than 1 for the higher values of mL. Only 

if mH is near the 2 mass does the irreducible background begin to present a 

problem. 

As for the r+r- case the process gg + quark loop -+ Z* or 7* + L+L- 
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contributes negligibly to the background unless there is a new heavy quark (with 

mass greater than B .2 TeV) contributing to the amplitude. Thus, although the 

mass resolution assumed is probably quite optimistic, the irreducible background 

does not appear to be large enough to allow us to dismiss the heavy lepton pair 

signature as impractical. 

The significance of the reducible background is less certain. Assuming that 

we look for L in a hadronic decay mode and that the lifetime of L is too short 

for vertex detection the most serious background is likely to be from the two 

jet processes in which each jet mimics the heavy L mode being utilized. Since 

leptons heavier than the r will decay more frequently into modes which involve 

several hadrons, this problem could be severe depending upon how rapidly the 

H + L+L- branching ratio grows with increasing mL in comparison to how 

rapidly the importance of multiparticle decay modes increases. Independent of 

vertex detection and the mode of L identification, there are also the 2 + L+L- 

and QQ + L+L- + (lost or missing) backgrounds to be considered. Nonetheless, 

if a heavy lepton exists this possible mode of Higgs discovery deserves further 

study. 

V. 2 b&, CE, AND gg MODES 

The b6 and CE decay modes (V.2) are certainly unusable. We have already 

seen in Sec. III that (assuming a 5% mass resolution in a hadronic channel) 

H is unobservable in its primary tf decay mode due to backgrounds from QCD 

tf production. The background b6, CE cross sections will be the same order as 

for tf whereas the signal cross section is substantially reduced due to the small 

branching ratio for H + b&, CE decay, see Fig. 15, which are of order .07 to .02 
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for b6 and .006 to .002 for CE. 

These same remarks apply also to the gg decay mode (V.3). The gg branching 

ratio varies from .02 to .007 while the QCD background gg cross section is even 

larger than the above qij cross sections. 

V.3 77 AND 72 MODES 

We next focus on the 77 and 72 modes (V.6) and (V.7). The Z will almost 

certainly be found in its e+e- or p+p- channel in which case the invariant mass 

resolution will be considerably better than Eq. (V.18). We take 

(Am)+,+, = (Am),+, = .OlmH . (V.22) 

We plot in Fig. 18 the background and signal cross sections CBG and CSIG, 

defined by Eqs. (V.16) and (V.17). The backgrounds were computed at tree 

graph level using qij collisions. (There is a possibly significant background arising 

from gg + 27 or 77 using a fermion loop mechanism; the extra cyz can be 

compensated by the larger gluon luminosity.) We find 

&IG(Z7) < L 

xBG(Z7) - 2o ’ 
(V.23) 

while 

%G(77) < L 

xBG(77) - 10 * 
(V.24) 

Though these are not absurdly small ratios the associated event rates are very 

marginal. Not including the 2 branching ratio to lepton pairs we have at mH = 
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130 GeV for instance 

J=SIG (77) w LCsrG(2-j) = 60 events (V.25) 

compared to (also at mH = 130 GeV) 

LCBG(77) = 1000 events 

LCBG(Z7) = 8000 events 
(V.26) 

for L = 104c/cm 2. Since the 77 channel has no additional branching factor to be 

included and also 77 has the larger CSIG/CBG values it is the preferred mode. 

However, a 60 event excess in 1000 events is only a 2a effect. 

V.4 O7 MODE 

The final two body mode we have considered is H + 07, (V.8) where we 

imagine detecting the 0 in its e+e- or P+/L- decay modes for which the best mass 

resolution is achievable without significant 0 branching ratio sacrifices. We have 

used the procedure described earlier to compute the required H + 07 branching 

ratio. At mH = 130 GeV the branching ratio is 5 3 x 10e6. 

The corresponding event rate at mH = 130 GeV is 

LCSIG(@~) 5 3 events . (V.27) 

Because of the useless event rate we have not estimated backgrounds. 
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V.5 WW* AND ZZ* MODES 

We now turn to the WW* and ZZ* decay modes of the Higgs, (V.4) and 

(V.5). The signal cross section is computed approximately as (for example) 

&IG(WW*) = %I&) 
I? (H + WW*(-, ff’)) 

I’(H + tf) 

L ff’ 

(V.28) 

which neglects the K correction factor of Eq. (V.16). The cross sections as 

functions of W&H are plotted in Fig. 19, where all light fermion modes are summed 

over. (Light fermion modes for the W+* include (Ed), (cs), e+v, p+v, r+~ for 

7nH < 135 GeV, with the addition of (t6) f or ?nH > 135 GeV; for the Z* only the 

tc and un modes are excluded.) In addition W+W-* and W-W+* are summed. 

We see that 

&IG(WW*) = 
i&&-Z*) 

mH = 100 GeV 

mH = 160 GeV ’ 
(V.29) 

and that 

Li&&wWt) = 
300 events mH = 100 GeV 

4 x lo4 events 
(v.30) 

mH = 160 GeV . 

There are a variety of channels in which to search for a WW* or ZZ* signal. 

The best mass resolution is achieved in the ZZ* mode in which both the 2 and 

Z* are detected in lepton pair modes. This latter restriction reduces the event 

rate by a factor of about 

r(Z + p+pb,e+e-)/rpt)’ = 3.6 x 10e3 (v.31) 

yielding at mH = 160 GeV only 10 events. In the other extreme, we could 

require that both the W and W* or 2 and Z* decay to hadronic jets. The QCD 
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4-jet background would, however, be overwhelming. Then, it is most useful to 

consider the configuration in which the W (2) decays into two hadronic jets while 

the W * (Z*) decays leptonically. The backgrounds to the reverse situation in 

which W * (2’) decays hadronically while W (2) decays leptonically will be larger 

since the W* (2’) hadronic decay can be more easily mimiced by a virtual gluon 

decay than the on-pole W(Z) h a d ronic decay. An exception to this observation 

occurs when mH - mw is of order mw. Then the peaking in mw. as rnw. 

approaches mw can be used to approximately solve for the momentum of the 

v (assuming the momenta of the charged lepton and quark jets are measured), 

and thus reconstruct ?nH. For convenience, in our discussion of backgrounds we 

will restrict our attention to the WW* case since its event rate is larger than the 

ZZ*mode. 

There are a variety of possible backgrounds to the preferred configuration: 

PF + H + W(+ qlij$V*(-, e@ . (V.32) 

The irreducible background yielding an identical final state arises from the con- 

tinuum production process: 

pp -+ W(--+ qi&)W*(--+ e&) . (V.33) 

We have evaluated the cross section for this process in a very crude approximation 

in which the only rnw* variation appears in the W* propagator. We find (before 

including any W + qlij2 branching ratio) 

&G(ww*) 5 lo-3 pb 

I eDe 
(V.34) 
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at mH = 130 GeV, assuming a mass reSOhtiOn of 

Arnww* = .05 mH . (V.35) 

In order to compare Eq. (V.34) to the signal cross section of Fig. 19, the signal 

should be divided by a factor of $ corresponding to a single f fl mode (+ charge 

conjugate). This yields at mH = 130 GeV 

E srG(ww*) = 7 X  lo-2 pb . 

I 
(V.36) 

t?& 

Clearly, unless the effects of off-shell rnw. dependence in the matrix elements 

are dramatic, the irreducible background should not be significant under the 

assumption of the resolution of Eq. (V.35). 

However, Eq. (V.35) is far too optimistic since the v-four momentum cannot 

be determined solely from transverse momentum conservation when the invariant 

mass of the charged lepton and neutrino is variable. It is even possible for the 

invariant mass of the neutrino and charged lepton to be mw, yet the observed 

kinematics to be consistent with the interpretation of the event as arising from the 

signal. Although the constraints on the phase space of the on-shell W decay are 

severe in order that the decay of the two W’s mimic the signal, the enhancement 

obtained by putting the intermediate W on-shell is quite significant. Therefore, 

it is necessary not only to degrade the resolution of Arnww. in Eq. (35), but also 

to include with the appropriate cuts the background 

pp-+H+WW 

L 
. (V.37) 

.t& 

A careful assessment of these backgrounds will be left to a later work. 
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Finally, we briefly consider the background 

PP -+ wT2(W* 01 W) (V.38) 

which occurs via the graph of Fig. 20 - this process makes full use of the gluon 

luminosity. It is a background due to the fact that we imagine triggering on the 

W in a ql@ mode so that reconstruction of the Higgs mass might be possible. 

This is closely analogous to the problem of reconstructing a single inclusively 

produced W in a hadronic decay channel, despite the presence of ql& continuum; 

without determining the jet charge the same gluon luminosity appears in the 

latter background calculation. 

There is a quite similar problem to be faced when mH > 2mw. The signature 

of H -+ WW + 2 jets + f5 faces a mixed QCD and electroweak background from 

continuum 2 jet + W production. The background is quite troublesome for 

mH > 2mw, 25 and it will be worse for mH < 2mw. 

In summary the only potentially viable modes in the search for a rare decay 

of an inclusively produced Higgs appear to be a possible heavy lepton L+L- 

mode and the W(+ ql&) W*(+ @) or Z(+ q$ Z*(-, e+e-) modes. Both 

have backgrounds that require further investigation. 

C. Associated Higgs Production Followed by Rare Decay 

In a continuing effort to find a truly identifiable signature, we turn to asso- 

ciated production of the Higgs followed by its decay into one of the rare modes. 

We shall discuss the production of 

tf+ Ho , (V.39) 
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W*+H’, 

Z+H’, 

(V.40) 

(V.41) 

followed by Ho + WW*, ZZ* or r+r-. 

It is convenient to begin with the W*+H” and Z+H modes with Ho -+ WW* 

or ZZ* decay. We demand that the final state contain at most one energetic neu- 

trino; this allows (partial) reconstruction of both the (W* or 2) and H mass, 

and a consequent reduction in background. Such reconstruction is only likely 

to be possible if, in addition, we require that no b or t jets are present. Fi- 

nally, we demand that W* or Z* appear in an “e” or “$’ leptonic mode since 

this considerably reduces combinatoric jet backgrounds and eliminate many gg 

collision backgrounds. Of course as discussed earlier, this also implies, in the 

case H + WW*, that the associated neutrino’s four-momentum cannot be fully 

reconstructed since its source is an off-shell W* of variable mass. The resulting 

loss of mass resolution in the rnww* variable is considerable. The alternative in 

which H -P WW* with W -+ & and W* -+ qli& allows for reconstruction of the 

neutrino four-momentum. However, the background would be far larger than in 

the previous configuration because no mass cut in the hadronic ql& channel is 

then possible. Let us define the following sets of states. 

S1 = (a, d;l, CE, ss} 

S2 = {e+e-, p’p-} 

s3 = (WI, cs} 

S4 = {e+h cl++} 

(V.42) 

(V.43) 

(V.44) 

(V.45) 
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We then sum over the following processes: 

PP + z(+ & + S2) + H (+ A’(-+ S1 + s2) + z*(+ s2)) , (V.46) 

PP --+ Z(+ SI + S2) + H (+ W*(+ S3 or 33) + WT*(+ S4 or S4)) , (V.47) 

PP --+ W*(-t S3( or S3)+S 4 or &))+H(+ Z(+ Sl+S2)+2*(+ $2)) , (V.48) ( 

pp + W*(-+ S3 or 33) + H(-, W*(+ S3 or 33) + WF*(+ 34 or S4)) . (V.49) 

We use the approximate cross sectionslo at fi = 40 TeV for pp + 2 + H 

and pp + W* + H as listed in Table V.A. 

Table V.A 

mH 110 135 160 (GeV) 

~(PP + 2 + H) 4 Pb 3 pb 2 pb 
a(pp -+ W* + H) 7 Pb 5.5 pb 4 pb 

The gg initiated process, gg 4 fermion loop + 2 + Ho, which would enhance 

the 2 + H cross section has not been included. 

Folding in the branching ratio for Higgs decay into ZZ* or W*Wr* as given 

in Fig. 15, along with the branching ratios of the gauge bosons into the channels 

specified in (V.47)-(V.50), we obtain 

C(pp + (W* or 2)H)x 
mH = 110 GeV 

mH = 135 GeV -- 
(Effective Branching Ratio) 

2.5 1O-2 pb mH = 160 GeV . 

The effective cross sections of Eq. (V.51) correspond, at L = 1040/cm2, to 

3.5, 40, and 250 events respectively. Apparently, above mH = 135 GeV the raw 
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event rate becomes significant, and it is worth considering backgrounds to the 

decay modes. Details of this topic will be left to a future paper. We confine 

ourselves here to outlining possible backgrounds. 

Consider, for example, process (V.47). E xamples of backgrounds are illus- 

trated in Fig. 21. In Fig. 21a we find a process that is a background when both 

Z’s decay into Si type states; Fig. 21b and c are backgrounds to events of type 

(V.47) when at least one 2 decays into Si, type states. Finally, Fig. 21d is an 

irreducible background to all processes in (V.53) which, unlike mechanisms a - 

c cannot be reduced by improving mass resolution in the on-shell Z channels. 

Clearly, computation of these backgrounds will be an arduous task. The other 

modes (V.48)-(V.50) h ave entirely similar types of backgrounds. 

Next, we briefly consider the tE + H production 

pp + ttfH 

I ZZ* or WW* . 
(V.51) 

The tf channel, of course, is not resonance dominated, and a wide spectrum of 

tf masses is relevant. In addition, tf decay will be associated with a significant 

number of unobserved neutrinos. If the H decays to WW* and either the W 

or W* decays leptonically then the additional neutrino will make the Ho mass 

difficult to reconstruct. If both W and W* decay hadronically there will be large 

QCD tf + 4 jet backgrounds. 

Therefore, the H + ZZ* decay mode appears to be the more feasible. How- 

ever, the decay of H --$ ZZ* followed by a reconstructable decay 2 --) Si + S2, 

Z* + S2 (the S2 restriction on the Z* decay eliminates tf + 4 jet backgrounds) 
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yields a net branching ratio of 

8.3 lo-’ mH =llO GeV 

Effective Branching Ratio = 3.8 10-s mH =I35 GeV . (V.52) 

2.5 1O-4 mH =160 GeV 

The cross section for tf + H is 5 20 pb16 without any cuts on t, For H 

momenta. This cross section corresponds to 2 x lo5 events at L = 104’/cm2. 

Only at ?nH = 160 is a significant number of events in the above ZZ* decay 

modes (= 50) predicted. There are, however, many possible backgrounds; these 

backgrounds cannot be reduced by improved mass resolution in the tf channel 

which was not resonance dominated to begin with. Thus, we are not optimistic 

regarding this process as a possible Higgs search mode. 

Next consider23 
pp+W*,Z+H 

I r+r- 
(V.53) 

In this reaction neutrinos inevitably inhibit a direct reconstruction of the H 

mass using the decay products of the r’s. However, if the W* or 2 transverse 

momentum, pi, is known then the H mass may be reconstructed provided the r 

decay jets are not collinear in the transverse momentum plane. Write26 

PT + PO + Pmiaa (V.54) 

corresponding to 

r --) (observed) + (missing) . (V.55) 

By noting that to a good approximation p’, 11 $‘iss , we may write 

I~missl = z l&l = (1 _ z) 
IGI - ’ l&l , (V.56) 
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and obtain (T = transverse) 

(V.57) 

Eq. (V.58) yields two simultaneous equations to be solved for zr and x2. Given 

x1 and x2 we compute 

4f = (pq + p,y M 2p7, . pTa 

= (1 ‘x1) (1 ‘x2) 2pol ‘PO2 - 
(V.58) 

It is highly desireable in (V.54) to use the decays 2 + Sr or S2, or W* + Sa (Sa), 

since in the decay W* --) Sd(S4) it is not possible to directly measure the JQ- of 

the W, and so by the previous discussion fix mH. Without reconstruction of ??ZH 

the processes 

PP + (W’, 2) + 2 + x, pp+ (w*,Z)+QQ+X 

L 
(V.59) 

r+r- 

become troublesome backgrounds. (See the discussion given earlier for inclusive 

production of H + T+T- in the presence of the backgrounds 2 --) r+r- and 

QS + r+r- + (lost or missing).) We then choose not to include the Sd(Sd) 

modes in the following analysis. Including the branching ratios for 2 + Si or S2 

or W* + Sa(orSs) and for H + T+T- as given in Fig. 15, and using the cross 

sections of Table V.A, we obtain 

Q (pp + Z(+ S1 or S2) + H(+ T’T-)) = 
7.2 x10m3pb ?nH = 110 GeV 

1.2 x10m3pb mH = 160 GeV 
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Q (pp + W*(+ S3) + H(+ T’T-)) = 
1 x10W2pb WZH = 110 GeV 

. 
1 x10m3pb ?nH = 160 GeV 

(V.60) 

As discussed previously, if the Higgs & can be reconstructed it is not nec- 

essary to restrict the r decay modes. However, the presence of r’s must be 

an integrated part of the trigger in order to avoid backgrounds arising from 

pp + (W*, 2) + 2 jets etc., when the 2 jets each are composed of low multiplic- 

ity fragments. Such events could mimic the (W*, 2) + r+r- final state. The 

ideal solution is to have a vertex detector which would eliminate this background 

without significantly restricting the r decay modes. At L = 1033/cm2 /set (L = 

1040/cm2), Eq. (V.61) implies M 200 events in the 

(W*, Z)H 
I 

(V.61) 
r+r- 

mode at ?nH = 160 GeV. If vertex detectors can only operate at L = 1032/cm2/ set 

then these rates become more marginal. 

Finally, we consider 

pp + tt7H 

I 
(V.62) 

r+r- 

Note that the t and f decays often lead to the presence of energetic neutrinos. It 

will be more difficult to determine pF in (V.63) than in the previous process, and 

so mH will be more poorly measured. As the cross sections for the two reactions 

are nearly the same, there appears to be no advantage in pursuing (V.62) over 

(V.54). 

This survey of associated Higgs production suggests that the modes (V.47)- 

(V.50) involving associated production of H and W* or 2 followed by appro- 
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priate WW* or ZZ* decays of H could possibly allow for an intermediate mass 

Higgs search in the range 135 GeV < mH < 160 GeV. The process (W(+ S3 

or Sa), Z(-, Sr and Sz)) + H”( + r+r-) could be of use throughout the range 

100 GeV < ?nH < 160 GeV. Assuming for the moment that vertex detectors can 

operate at L = 1040/ cm2 the H + rr decay modes have a distinct advantage 

over the H --+ WW* case of the first mode because 7nH can be reconstructed in 

full as described in Eqs. (V.55) - (V.59). A d r uous background calculations are 

required to further assess these possibilities. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion we have examined various means for detecting an intermediate 

mass Higgs, 2mt < mH < 2 mw. It is clear from our discussions that e+e- colli- 

sions are far superior for such a search due to the lack of significant backgrounds 

(except for Higgs with weaker couplings than in the standard model) in modes 

such as e+e- + ZH. In our survey of pp collisions only a very few search modes 

proved even marginally feasible. These include: 

(4 pp + WH(+ tf). Physics backgrounds are manageable and event rates 

significant, but required detector mass resolution in W&H and t - b jet discrimi- 

nation may be difficult to achieve. 

(b) pp --) H(-, L+L-) with L b eing a heavy lepton-QCD two jet events 

with jet decay to states that mimic the various L decay modes could be a problem 

even for the otherwise favorable mL 2 15 GeV range. 

(c) 
PP -+H 

L ww* 
zz* 
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with W*, Z* decay to a leptonic mode and W, 2 detection in a fully recon- 

structable mode. However, in the situation where H + WW* the resolution 

in the H mass is comparatively poor. A variety of background calculations are 

required to further evaluate this possibility. 

(4 
PP --$ (WfJ) + H 

I 
ww* 

zz* 

with W*, Z* decay to a leptonic mode and W, 2 decay reconstructable. Again, 

in the situation where H ---) WW* the resolution in the H mass is comparatively 

poor, and nontrivial background calculations are required. 

(4 
PPj (W *, 2) +H 

I r+r- 

with W and 2 decays fully reconstructable. This signature would benefit if it 

were possible to use vertex detectors at full luminosity. It has the advantage over 

(c) and (d) that the H mass may always be fully determined. However, additional 

background calculations are required. Relative to this mode the process pp + 

tf+ H(+ r+r-) is much less attractive due to the inability to directly reconstruct 

the H transverse momentum and hence mass. 

We summarize in Table V1.A the processes considered, backgrounds com- 

puted and backgrounds worthy of further study. 

Of course, the best procedure would be to design machines which overcome 

the problem referred to above. Two obvious possibilities emerge. The first is to 

give increased consideration to higher energy e+e- machines based on emerging 
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technology. The second is to design the SSC so that a high luminosity interaction 

region with C N 1035/ cm2/sec could be incorporated. Such a luminosity makes 

the comparatively background free modes 

PP +H 

I Z Z* 

I e+e- or j.4+/4- I e+e- or j.~+j.4- 

and perhaps 

PP +z H 

I e+e- or j.~+p- I r+r- 

viable on an event rate basis. For this interaction region only a veto against 

accompanying hadrons need be incorporated in order to eliminate heavy-quark 

backgrounds. 
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Table V1.A 

Mode 
Backgrounds 
Computed 

Worthy of further study?; 
Calculations to be done. 

(Inclusive) 
H + tf 

H + r+r- 

H + L+L- 

H+Zff 

(Associated) 
tf+ H(+ tf) 

Z+H(-d) 

W+H(-d-) 

pp -+ tf+ x No 

Drell-Yan Perhaps; resolution in r+r- 
pp+r+r-+X invariant mass 

Drell-Yan 
pp--+L+L-+x 

Yes; QQ + L+L- + (lost) 
background, mass resolution and 
signature studies 

No PP + 77 + x 

pp--+z7+x 

- 

PP -+ ww*(+ ff’) 
+ X estimated 

PP -+ zz*(+ ff) 
+x 

pp+ tftf+ x 

pp -+ ztc 
+ X estimated 

pp -+ wtt + x 
and 
Wtb+X 

No 

No 

Yes; signal calculation with 
rapidity cuts included properly, 
backgrounds of e.g. W+t’v,, 
2 jets + e-2),. 
Effects of having only H 
transverse mass reconstruction 

Analogous comments to 
H + Wff’, except no 
problem with reconstructing H mass. 

No 

No 

Yes; further studies of resolution 
in tt invariant mass and 
t/b discrimination 
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Table V1.A - Continued 

(W, 2) + H(+ 7+7-) -- Yes, for reconstructable W, Z modes 
(p,” measurable -+ ??%H 
reconstructable.) Signal calculation 
with cuts, backgrounds of (W, Z) + 
T+T-, 2 jets + r+r-, 4 jets. 
Vertex detector desirable to assist in 
r identification. 

tE+ H(+ T+T-) -- Perhaps, (seems less 
attractive than (W, Z) + 
H(+ 7+7-)). 

(W 2) + a+ Wf’), (Uf)) -- Yes, but only of potential use for 
135 GeV < ?nff < 160 GeV(pF 
measurable --+ mH 
reconstructable in Zff decay 
channel); signal with cuts, 
backgrounds e.g. listed in 
Fig’s. (21(a)-(d)). 

tt+ H(+ (Wff’), (Zff)) -- Perhaps. (Seems less attractive 
than (W, 2) + H(+ (Wff’), 
Wf 1) 
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APPENDIX A 

The first trick for computing gg + W+bt involves the two three-gluon vertex 

diagrams of Fig. 8c. Typically the gluon vertices are expressed in terms of the 

momenta Icr and kz of the incoming gluons as well as the momentum (kl + k2) of 

the s-channel gluon. At the amplitude level this vertex structure is dotted into 

physical gluon polarizations ey(kl) and c{(kz). Terms proportional to kr or k[ 

may be dropped by virtue of the relations, I . k2 = cl(kl) . kl = 0, yielding 

a reduced amplitude &. It is straightforward to show that 

Calculationally this occurs as follows. Defining a and b to be the respective color 

indices of gluons 1 and 2, the three gluon diagrams have a structure proportional 

to fUbC, while the six cross related quark exchange diagrams are proportional 

to TaTb and TbTa. In kr A&p or k[ A&Q the TaTb and TbTa terms combine 

to yield a term proportional to fabc which cancels that coming directly from 

the three-gluon diagrams. Thus in computing the matrix element squared and 

summing over polarizations we may drop the term proportional to kl and k2 in 

c helicities cr (kl)eia’(kl) = -gas’ + (kr . . . or kf . . .) 

c heliciges cf (k2)$‘(kz) = -gpp’ + (k[ . . . or kt’ . . .) , 
(A-2) 

keeping only the gas’ and gpp’ tensor structure. 

A second simplification makes use of the overall gauge invariance of the full 

Feynman diagram sum. Structures of the type 

(kb - mb) ’ A(1 -75) (hat - mt) , (A-3) 



where q = pt - pb and pb and pt are some (possibly internal) b and t momenta, 

emerge from the $$ part of the W propagator when dotted into the 7 matrix 

structure on a fermion line. We may use gauge invariance identities to make the 

replacement 

k(l - 75) + mb(l - 75) - mt(l + 75) . (A-4 

Finally, various crossing symmetries may be employed to express one subset of 

terms in (lM12) in terms of another, thereby avoiding actually computing both. 

To obtain rapid convergence of the integrations, especially for the background 

(IV.3), an appropriate form of the phase space and folding integrations must be 

used. We have found that the following technique yields rapid convergence while 

conveniently allowing cuts in y&, yh and (p~)~i%, the laboratory center-of-mass 

rapidities and transverse momentum of the W and H (or tF system). We employ 

l/r+ 

W12> 

where 
P P 

VH = - 
EH 

VW = - 
Ew ’ 

1 
w= 

2vHvW 
coth(& - Y;)(VH + VW) (A4 

- d[coth(y$ - yfi)12(VH + VW)~ - 4vHvW 
1 
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(All quantities in Eqs. (IV.ll) and (IV.12) except y$, ys refer to the parton- 

parton center-of-mass). The momentum P and energies EH and Ew are given 

by 

P=dS2+m&+s&- 2m&s^ - 2S$ - 2m&SH/(%h) ) 

EH = @G-G, Ew=dPz+rn&, 
(A-7) 

and s^ is the parton-parton center-of-mass energy squared given by 

where SL is the total laboratory center-of-mass energy squared. The relation 

between z and the standard r variable is 

1 1 z=-=- 
7 axa ’ 

(A4 

In Eq. (A.5) we compute x1 and x2 as 

1 
Xl = 

ti 
- eYL 
.z? 

(A.10) 
1 

x2 = 
\i 

- e-YL , 
z 

where 

ye = y$ - f ha (A.ll) 

is the rapidity of the parton-parton system in the overall laboratory center-of- 

mass. The tf phase space factors dR,f and Ptf are defined in the tEcenter-of-mass 
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frame with 

(A.12) ptf = 1 - !!s . 
SH 

Finally, the limits of integration are specified by 

pn2 + m&)‘/2 + (ppn2 + sH)1/2 
> 

2 
(A.13) 

YO = h-8 fi , (A.14) 

wo= l- 
\i 

(PT”‘“)2 
P2 9 (A.15) 

with P defined in Eq. (A.7). The functions fi and f2 are the parton distribution 

functions with momentum normalization in terms of J x f(x) dx. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. Feynman diagrams for 

(a) e+e- + 2’ + ZH(-+ to and 

(b) e+e- -+ Ztt continuum production. 

2. The diagrams for continuum production of Ztc which dominate when (pt + 

Pd2 ;. am 

3. (a) &IG(so&H) for A SH = .02s,, ?YZH = 93 GeV, and fi = 300 GeV. 

(b) T-h e curve . . . . . . is CSIG(S~, AsH)/(~;=~~J. The curves -, - - -, and 

-. -. are C&poze (so, ASH) when the final state qtj pair is tc tf 

or b6; tt, b6, CZ, SS, uii, or dd respectively. ASH = .02s,, fi = 300 

GeV. 

4. (a) Th e curves - . - , - . . - se, and . . . . are CBG(S,, ASH) cal- 

culated from the sum of the terms proportional to A2 + B2, C2 + D2, 

and AC + BD in Eq. (11.20) w h en the final state qq pair is tQ tfor b6; 

tf, b6, c~, SS, uti, or dd respectively. For comparison the curves - ..a - 

.., - , , and - - - are CBG(S,, ASH) calculated from the terms pro- 

portional to A2 + B2 (in other words C&Po’e) in Eq. (11.20) when the 

final state qij pair is tt; tf or b6; tf, b6, c~, SS, uti, or dcf, respectively. 

ASH = .02 so throughout, fi = 300 GeV. 

(b) CSIG(S~,ASH) evaluated at (m& = so) for ASH = .02s,, fi = 3oo 

GeV. 

5. The curve - is CBG(S~, ASH) calculated for the terms proportional to 

A2 = B2, C2 + 02, and AC + BD in Eq. (11.20), while the curve - - -- 

is C(sO, ASH) calculated from the terms proportional to EC + FD. The 
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final state qij pair is tf only. ASH = .02 so. 

6. Feynman diagrams for 

(a) gg -+ Ho + tf via quark loop 

(b) gg + tf continuum production. 

7. Feynman diagram for 

(a) qq -+ ZH”(-+ ti) 

(b) q(I or gg + Ztt continuum production. 

8. Feynman diagrams for 

(a) ud+ w+* + W+H*(+ to, 

(b) ud + W+tf continuum production, and 

0 c gg + W+bt continuum production. 

9. - 14. Captions are contained in the text of Section IV. 

15. Branching ratios for Ho into the modes indicated as a function of mH. mt = 

40 GeV. 

16. The curve - - --, is c~G(r+r-) , - is CSIG(T+T-) as a function Of 

m$. ASH =.I m&. 

17. The curves ~ - . . - .. , , and - . . . - . . . are CBG(~+~-) for 

mH = 100, 130, and 160 GeV respectively. The curves - - - , - . - . , 

and . . . . . are CSIG(T+T-) for mH - 2 - 100,130, and 160 GeV respectively. 

All are shown as functions of the mass, mL, of the new heavy lepton. 

ASH = .lm&,fi = 40 TeV. 

18. The curves - . - . , - . . are CBG(77) and CsIG(77) respectively. 

The curves . . . . . , - are %G(YZ) and %IG(YZ) respectively. ASH = 

.02m&, ,/i = 40 TeV. 
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19. The curves - - - and - , are ESIG(Wff’) and ESIG(Zff) respectively, 

summed over W+, W-, and light fermion final states. fi = 40 TeV. 

20. Typical Feynman graph for gg + ql& f?~l. 

21. Typical Feynman graphs for 

(a) qq + Sl Sl 52, 

(b) gg -+ qlfh &, and (Sl or SJ), 

(c) qij -+ SlS2 and (5’1 or S2) 

(d) qq + &(Sj or S2) and (SI or S2). 

The sets S1 and S2 are specified by Eqs. (V.43) and (V.44). 
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